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Foreword
The papers in this issue are revised and extended versions of presentations at FASE04 and FASE05. FASE, for
Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering, is part of ETAPS, the joint European conferences on Theory
And Practice of Software. Its 7th edition was held in Barcelona, Spain, during March/April 2004, and its 8th edition
in Edinburgh, UK, during April 2005. FASE addresses a broad range of topics in software engineering, focusing on
theories for and foundations of realistic approaches to currently the most challenging problems of system and software
development. Therefore, a large part of the papers presented at FASE fall into the area of interest of the journal of
Theoretical Computer Science. The proceedings of FASE were published in Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer
Science series, as volumes 2984 and 3442 respectively, collecting the accepted papers, which were 22 out of 91 (plus
four out of seven demos) in 2004 and 22 out of 99 in 2005 (plus three out of six demos). We invited the authors of seven
papers presented at the conferences to submit a revised and extended version. The six contributions received (three for
each year) were peer-reviewed by two independent experts, and finally we accepted the four papers presented here.
The first paper, Attributed Graph Transformation with Node Type Inheritance by Juan de Lara, Roswitha Bardohl,
Hartmut Ehrig, Karsten Ehrig, Ulrike Prange, and Gabriele Taentzer, aims to integrate typed attributed graph
transformation with node type inheritance. The main results of this paper show that adding a hierarchy of node types
is fully compatible with the existing concept of typed attributed graph transformation.
In Automated Compositional Proofs for Real-Time Systems, Carlo Alberto Furia, Matteo Rossi, Dino Mandrioli,
and Angelo Morzenti present a framework for formally proving that the composition of the behaviors of the different
parts of a complex, real-time system ensures a desired global specification of the overall system. The reference
specification language is the TRIO metric linear temporal logic.
Context-aware computations, that is, computations in a paradigm in which applications sense aspects of the
environment and use this information to augment their behavior and adapt to their changing situations, are discussed
in the paper Modeling Adaptive Behaviors in Context UNITY by Christine Julien, Gruia-Catalin Roman, and Jamie
Payton. The authors propose a formal model and notation for expressing context-aware computations, Context UNITY,
which relies on the use of existential quantification as a fundamental principle.
David Naumann’s paper on Observational Purity and Encapsulation formalizes a notion of observational purity,
justifies the use of weakly and observationally pure methods in specifications of imperative and object-oriented
programs, and shows that a method is observationally pure if it simulates a weakly pure method.
We wish to thank people who made this special issue possible; in particular to the authors and the referees for their
efforts towards meeting stringent quality requirements, and to Don Sannella, Editor-in-Chief of Theoretical Computer
Science, for his support to bringing this special issue (and ETAPS) into existence.
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